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Bicrystallography-informed Frenkel–Kontorova model for interlayer
dislocations in strained 2D heterostructures

Md Tusher Ahmeda, Chenhaoyue Wangb, Amartya S. Banerjeeb, Nikhil Chandra Admala

aDepartment of Mechanical Science and Engineering University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Champaign IL USA
bDepartment of Materials Science and Engineering University of California Los Angeles. Los Angeles CA USA

Abstract

In recent years, van der Waals (vdW) heterostructures and homostructures, which consist of stacks of
two-dimensional (2D) materials, have risen to prominence due to their association with exotic quantum
phenomena originating from correlated electronic states harbored by them. Atomistic scale relaxation effects
play an extremely important role in the electronic scale quantum physics of these systems, providing means
of manipulation of these materials and allowing them to be tailored for emergent technologies. We investigate
such structural relaxation effects in this work using atomistic and mesoscale models, within the context of
twisted bilayer graphene — a well-known heterostructure system that features moiré patterns arising from
the lattices of the two graphene layers. For small twist angles, atomic relaxation effects in this system
are associated with the natural emergence of interface dislocations or strain solitons, which result from the
cyclic nature of the generalized stacking fault energy (GSFE), that measures the interface energy based on
the relative movement of the two layers. In this work, we first demonstrate using atomistic simulations
that atomic reconstruction in bilayer graphene under a large twist also results from interface dislocations,
although the Burgers vectors of such dislocations are considerably smaller than those observed in small-twist
systems. To reveal the translational invariance of the heterointerface responsible for the formation of such
dislocations, we derive the translational symmetry of the GSFE of a 2D heterostructure using the notions
of coincident site lattices (CSLs) and displacement shift complete lattices (DSCLs). The workhorse for
this exercise is a recently developed Smith normal form bicrystallography framework. Next, we construct a
bicrystallography-informed and frame-invariant Frenkel—Kontorova model, which can predict the formation
of strain solitons in arbitrary 2D heterostructures, and apply it to study a heterostrained, large-twist bilayer
graphene system. Our mesoscale model is found to produce results consistent with atomistic simulations. We
anticipate that the model will be invaluable in predicting structural relaxation and for providing insights into
various heterostructure systems, especially in cases where the fundamental unit cell is large and therefore,
atomistic simulations are computationally expensive.

1. Introduction

Quantum materials, i.e., materials that manifest exotic physical properties due to the presence of strong
electronic correlations, have risen to prominence in recent years due to their applications in emergent tech-
nologies connected to nanoelectronics and quantum information science [Basov et al., 2017, Keimer and
Moore, 2017, Tokura et al., 2017]. The grand challenge of designing and manufacturing such materials stems
from the high sensitivity of their properties to local structure and symmetry [Kim et al., 2022]. In recent
years, van der Waals (vdW) homostructures and heterostructures, which consist of stacks of two-dimensional
(2D) materials, have emerged as an important class of quantum materials [Shimazaki et al., 2020, Jin et al.,
2019, Cao et al., 2021, Regan et al., 2020]. The weak vdW interactions between the 2D lattices in such
materials offer high fidelity in tuning the local atomic environments, thus allowing exquisite control over
the quantum properties of such systems. Small-twist bilayer graphene (BG) is the most prominent example,
wherein dispersionless electronic states (or flat bands) emerge [Bistritzer and MacDonald, 2011, Tarnopolsky
et al., 2019, Cao et al., 2018, Tao et al., 2022, Zhao et al., 2020, 2021] at a specific magic twist angle,
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θ ∼ 1.1◦. Magic-angle twisted BG exhibits unconventional superconductivity, correlated insulator phases,
magnetism, and non-trivial topological phases [Papageorgiou et al., 2017, Lee et al., 2019, Cao et al., 2020,
Rakib et al., 2022, Uri et al., 2020, Wong et al., 2020] — properties associated with the moiré superlattice
formed by the constituent 2D lattices. However, such exotic properties are susceptible to perturbations in the
twist angle. Since the relative twist between adjoining lattices constitutes only a one-dimensional subspace
of the four-dimensional space of relative deformations,1 we recognize that the larger collection of relative
deformation-induced moiré is an exciting test bed to explore new moiré physics. A vdW heterostructure
is said to be heterostrained if its two lattices are under different strain states [Pochet et al., 2017]. In this
paper, we refer to the mutually exclusive twisted and heterostrained states using an umbrella term, heterode-
formation. The use of heterostrains to tune the electronic properties of materials and explore new quantum
states is the goal of straintronics [Miao et al., 2021], an emerging research area.

Homostructures such as BGs, under a small twist (1◦ − 3◦) relative to the energetically favorable AB
stacking, undergo atomic reconstruction due to spontaneous nucleation of interface dislocations, also referred
to as strain solitons. Recognizing the sensitivity of the electronic properties to atomic rearrangements,
strain engineering offers an exciting route to modulate the electronic properties of BGs by controlling the
dislocation network using strains [Annevelink et al., 2020, Cazeaux et al., 2023, Cao et al., 2021, Kim
et al., 2022, Kazmierczak et al., 2021]. The overarching goal of this paper — formulated to fully realize the
potential of strain engineering for 2D heterostructures – is to investigate and model atomic reconstruction in
heterodeformed moiré superlattices. Moreover, due to the large size of moiré superlattices, a high-throughput
investigation of heterodeformations is computationally challenging, which motivates us to seek a continuum
model for atomic reconstruction. In what follows, we will identify the key features of atomic reconstruction
observed in small-twist BG before formulating the objectives of this paper.

The atomic reconstruction [Annevelink et al., 2020, Zhang and Tadmor, 2017, 2018, Lopes dos Santos
et al., 2012, Carr et al., 2018b, Cazeaux et al., 2020, 2023, Gargiulo and Yazyev, 2017, Zhou et al., 2015] in
a small-twist BG is a consequence of the interplay between interfacial energy and the elastic energies of the
two lattices. The former is often described using the generalized stacking fault energy (GSFE) density, a
periodic function of relative translations between the two AB-stacked lattices of the BG. The periodicity of
the GSFE is derived from the bicrystallography of the interacting lattices. Under small twists relative to the
AB stacking, the interfacial energy increases as the induced relative translations between the two lattices lead
to regions of low-commensurability (high interfacial energy) interspersed with the highly commensurable AB
stacking. The twisted BG responds to lower the interfacial energy by an atomic rearrangement that tends to
increase (decrease) areas of high (low) commensurability. Due to the periodicity of the GSFE, the structural
relaxation results in lines of displacement “jumps” that manifest as interface dislocation lines with the
displacement “jump” as the Burgers vector [Alden et al., 2013, Kumar et al., 2016]. Moreover, the Burgers
vectors are parallel to the dislocation lines and their magnitude is equal to that of the smallest lattice vector of
graphene. Therefore, the structural relaxation in a small-twist BG can be interpreted as elastic distortions
associated with the formation of an array of screw lattice dislocations. Since the elastic energy diverges
for discontinuous displacements, the “jumps” occur as localized displacement gradients, which implies the
dislocation lines are diffused. The balance between the interfacial and elastic energies, which ultimately
determines the network and the thickness of the dislocation lines, is at the core of the Frenkel–Kontorova
continuum model for small-twist BGs. In this paper, the terms ’atomic relaxation’ and ’structural relaxation’
are used synonymously.

Our study of atomic reconstruction in heterodeformed moiré is guided by the energetics of structural
relaxation in small-twist BGs. We begin by hypothesizing that the structural relaxation of a heterodeformed
moiré is also a consequence of interface dislocations and investigating the hypothesis using atomistic simu-
lations. Instead of a bona fide 2D heterostructure, we use large-twist BG in our atomistic study due to the
greater reliability of its interatomic potential, confirmed using Density Functional Theory (DFT). Moreover,
it is reasonable to interpret a large-twist BG as a heterostructure since its lattices differ considerably. We
show that the 21.786789◦ large-twist BG, when subjected to heterostrains, results in strain localization in a
network of lines, suggesting the formation of interface dislocations. Interestingly, the Burgers vector of the

1If the two lattices of a heterostructure are subjected to uniform deformation gradients F1 and F2, then F−1
1 F2 is the

relative deformation, and its representation as a 2× 2 matrix accounts for the four dimensions.
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dislocations is smaller than that of the small-twist case.
In the presence of two distinct lattices, the notion of an interface dislocation has to be made precise

as it is not clear to which lattice its Burgers vector belongs. The interpretation of a large-twist moiré
as a network of lattice screw dislocations breaks down as the dislocation cores overlap. To resolve this
ambiguity, we turn our attention to grain/phase boundaries. Similar to a small-twist BG, small-tilt angle
grain boundaries can be interpreted as an array of lattice dislocations. For large tilt angles, however, a
grain boundary dislocation is defined as a defect in the translation invariance of the boundary [Grimmer
et al., 1974]. The translational invariance is derived by introducing two additional lattices — coincident
site lattice (CSL) and the displacement shift complete lattice (DSCL) — originating from bicrystallography
[Balluffi et al., 1982]. The CSL is the intersection of the two lattices, and the DSCL is the smallest lattice
that contains the two lattices. In 2D heterostructures, it is straightforward to see that the CSL is the
moiré superlattice. On the other hand, the DSCL conveys the translational invariance of the interface —
displacing one lattice relative to the other by a DSCL vector preserves the structure of the interface. In
other words, if a heterointerface hosts a dislocation, its Burgers vector must be a DSCL vector. While
Koda et al. [2016] have used the CSL to identify heterodeformed moirés, the use of DSCL to study interface
dislocations remains largely unexplored.2 One of the key highlights of this paper is the application of Smith
Normal Form (SNF) bicrystallography to characterize interface dislocations. SNF bicrystallography is an
algebraic framework developed by the last authors’ group to explore bicrystallography properties such as the
translational invariance [Admal et al., 2022]. In particular, it informs us that the Burgers vector (smallest
DSCL lattice vector) is inversely proportional and a rational multiple of a CSL vector.

Based on the atomistic simulations of heterodeformed BG and the SNF bicrystallography framework, we
build a generalized Frenkel–Kontorova (GFK) model. The generalization relative to the classical Frenkel–
Kontorova model stems from key features of the GFK model — frame-invariance and defect-free natural
configurations, which may include stackings that are not necessarily of the lowest energy.3 The GFK model
generalizes the previous model of Nam and Koshino [2017] to large heterodeformations, including large twists.
Unlike the model of Nam and Koshino [2017], which was developed exclusively for infinite systems, the model
describes finite systems as well, wherein configurational forces due to surface tension play an important role.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we explore structural relaxation in a BG subjected
to large heterodeformations using DFT-informed atomistic simulations and demonstrate the nucleation of
interface dislocations. In Section 3, we review SNF bicrystallography and apply it to characterize the interface
dislocations in heterodeformed BGs. In Section 4, we build the GFK model and implement and validate it
in Section 5. We summarize and conclude in Section 6.
Notation: We use lowercase bold letters to denote vectors, and uppercase bold letters to denote second-order
tensors, unless stated otherwise. The gradient, divergence, and curl operators are denoted by the symbols
∇, Div, and curl respectively. We use the symbol ⊗ to denote the tensor product of two vectors, and · to
denote the inner product of two vectors or tensors.

2. Atomic scale investigation of structural relaxation under large heterodeformations

This section investigates the structural relaxation of 2D heterostructures using atomistic simulations of
heterostrained BG, with the understanding that under large twists, a BG serves as a surrogate for a 2D
heterostructure. The relaxation is restricted to being in-plane. Simulations are performed using Large-Scale
Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) [Plimpton, 1995]. Beginning with a small-twist
BG, we systematically explore various small and large heterodeformations that result in atomic reconstruc-
tion. We will demonstrate that atomic reconstruction due to large heterodeformations results from interface
dislocations, whose Burgers vector and the network are markedly different from those observed under small
twists. We will revisit the examples of this section in Section 4 using a continuum model.

The simulated BGs are oriented such that the normal to the lattices is along the X3 direction. Since
we allow only in-plane relaxation, the distance between the two graphene lattices is held fixed during the

2A notable exception is the work of Ishikawa et al. [2016] where the DSCL and the moiré superlattice are used to infer the
atomic structure of twisted few-layer graphene, which is in the spirit of moiré metrology [Annevelink et al., 2021].

3For example, in addition to the AB-stacked BG, a large-twist BG with a twist angle of 21.786789◦ is also a natural
configuration.
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C[meV] C0[meV] C2[meV] C4[meV] A[meV] δ[Å] λ[Å
−1

] z0[Å]

KC-1 3.030 15.71 12.29 4.933 10.238 0.578 3.629 3.34.
KC-2 6.678 908× 10−4 21.847 167 12.060 173 4.711 099 12.660 270 0.771 810 1 3.143 921 3.328 819.

Table 1: Two parameterizations of the KC potential. The KC-2 model is more suitable for a BG system under an out-of-plane
compression.

simulation. The intralayer bonding in each graphene sheet is modeled using the reactive empirical bond order
(REBO) potential [Brenner et al., 2002]. The interlayer vdW interaction is described using the registry-
dependent Kolmogorov–Crespi (KC) potential [Kolmogorov and Crespi, 2005]. We investigate structural
relaxation for two parametrizations of the KC potential, denoted as KC-1 [Kolmogorov and Crespi, 2005]
and KC-2 [Ouyang et al., 2018] with parameters listed in Table 1. Since the KC-2 model was developed for
BG systems under an out-of-plane compression, it may be viewed as an improvement of the KC-1 model.
We will, however, explore both KC-1 and KC-2 models while investigating large heterodeformations as
the qualitative differences in the respective GSFEs lead to markedly different structural relaxations. The
reference interplanar distance is chosen as 3.34 Å, and any change to the interlayer spacing will be described
as an out-of-plane strain relative to the reference spacing.

Periodic boundary conditions (PBCs) are imposed along two in-plane directions to avoid the influence of
free boundary lines. Since PBCs necessitate the existence of a periodic supercell, we are restricted to bilayer
configurations wherein the intersection of the projections (on the X1 −X2 plane) of the two lattices is a 2D
superlattice. In other words, PBCs can be enforced if and only a CSL exists. The process of identifying
heterodeformations that admit PBCs can be formalized as follows. Two 2D (multi) lattices A and B, with
structure matrices4 A and B, respectively, are coincident on a 2D CSL if and only if T := A−1B is a
rational matrix. We refer to T as the transition matrix. In a homostructure, if lattice B is obtained by
deforming lattice A using a deformation gradient F , then B = FA, and all deformations that result in
a rational A−1FA yield a CSL, and therefore, amenable to PBCs. In Section 3, we will show that the
bicrystallographic properties of a heterodeformed moiré can be deduced from the algebraic properties of the
transition matrix. For example, the ratios of the areas of the primitive unit cells —

ΣA =
Area(CSL)

Area(A)
, ΣB =

Area(CSL)

Area(B)
, (1)

are always integers, and if A and B have the same density, ΣA = ΣB =: Σ. The two basis vectors of the
CSL of a heterodeformed moiré are chosen as the in-plane simulation box vectors. Therefore, the number
of simulated atoms is equal to nAΣA + nBΣB, where the factors nA and nB represents the number of basis
atoms in the primitive unit cells of the respective 2D multilattices. In all our simulations, A is a graphene
lattice formed by the structure matrix

A =
a

2

[
0 −

√
3

2 −1

]
,

and B is a deformation or rotation of A, and placed at a prescribed interplanar distance in the X3 direction
from A. The heterodeformed configurations studied in this paper are calculated using an algorithm (see
Algorithm 2 in Admal et al. [2022]) derived from Theorem 2 in Appendix A, which generates heterostrained
moirés of various sizes and strains within prescribed upper bounds.

Atomic reconstruction is simulated by minimizing the total energy with respect to in-plane displacements
of atoms using the fast inertial relaxation engine (FIRE) algorithm [Bitzek et al., 2006] with an energy

tolerance and force tolerance of 1×10−20 eV and 1×10−20 eV Å
−1

, respectively. The resulting displacements
of atoms are analyzed to interpret them in terms of interface dislocations.

2.1. Atomic reconstruction in a BG under a small twist and a small strain

In this section, we present simulations of atomic reconstruction in a BG under two small heterodeforma-
tions — a) a 0.2992634◦ twist and b) a pure stretch of

U =

[
1.004219 0

0 0.995781

]
(2)

4The two basis vectors of a lattice are stored as columns of its structure matrix.
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relative to the AB-stacked Σ1 configuration. Since the AB-stacked configuration corresponds to F = R(60◦),
lattice B of the 0.2992634◦-twisted BG is constructed using F = R(60.2992634◦), and for the heterostrained
case, F = R(60◦)U . The interplanar distance is fixed at the reference distance of 3.34 Å. The basis vectors
of the corresponding CSLs,

twist: b1 = 470.824979 e1, b2 = 235.412488 e1 + 407.746391 e2, and (3a)

heterostrain: b1 = −581.794 e1, b2 = −287.199 e1 + 505.965 e2, (3b)

define the respective periodic boxes of the simulations. From (1) and (3), it follows that Σ = 36 631 for the
0.2992634◦-twisted BG, whereas ΣA = 56 168 and ΣB = 56 169 for the heterostrained BG.
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Figure 1: Atomic reconstruction in a BG under a small twist (top row) and a small heterostrain (bottom row). (a), (c) Plots of

atomic energy density [meV Å
−2

] show a triangular network of interface dislocations. The dislocation lines separate triangular
domains of low-energy AB-stacking. (b), (d) Line plots of the displacement components u1 and u2, measured along the dashed
lines in (a) and (c). The displacements are measured relative to the untwisted AB-stacked configuration.

The color density plots of atomic energy density shown in Figs. 1a and 1c highlight the triangular
dislocation network in the twisted and strained BGs, respectively. The high-energy nodal regions correspond
to the AA stacking, and the interiors of the triangular domains are in AB stacking. Figs. 1b and 1d
show line plots of displacements of atoms along the dashed lines in the respective energy density plots.
The displacements are measured relative to the AB-stacking. Since Fig. 1b shows negligible displacement
perpendicular to the dislocation line, interface dislocations in the twisted BG have a screw character. On
the other hand, Fig. 1d suggests the interface dislocations in the heterostrained case have a mixed character.
In both cases, the Burgers vector magnitude (size of the displacement jump) is < 2.46 Å, the lattice constant
of graphene, which implies the dislocations are not full dislocations. Annevelink et al. [2020], Pochet et al.
[2017] demonstrated that the partial dislocations have a pure edge character under a small biaxial heterostrain
relative to the AB stacking.
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Figure 2: GSFE of AB stacking in meV Å
−2

. The minima and maxima correspond to the AB and AA stackings, respectively.
Parametrizations KC-1 and KC-2 yield nearly identical GSFEs.

The origin of interface dislocations and their network pattern can be traced to the properties of AB-
stacking’s GSFE, shown in Fig. 2. The GSFE of a BG configuration is a function of the relative displace-
ment between the two layers. The GSFE of AB stacking is periodic with respect to the lattice vectors of
graphene. Under small uniform heterodeformations, the relative displacement between the two layers is spa-
tially varying, and therefore, the interfacial energy is sampled from various regions of the GSFE, including
the maxima and the minima. The BG responds by an atomic rearrangement to increase (decrease) regions
of AB (AA) stacking, which corresponds to minima (maxima) in the GSFE plot, resulting in a juxtaposition
of AB-stacked regions separated by dislocation lines. The Burgers vector of a dislocation line separating two
AB-stacked regions is the relative vector, with magnitude 1.42 Å, that connects the corresponding minima in
the GSFE.5 Moreover, the triangular network of dislocation lines with every AB-stacked region surrounded
by three similar regions originates from the observation that each minimum in the GSFE is surrounded by
three nearest minima.

The arguments that helped us deduce the properties of dislocations from the GSFE are applicable only
under small heterodeformations relative to the AB stacking. Under large heterodeformations, it is not clear
if a heterostructure undergoes atomic reconstruction. If reconstruction occurs, its interpretation in terms of
full/partial lattice dislocations breaks down as the dislocation cores overlap.6

5Fig. 1b does not quite recover the entire Burgers vector magnitude of 1.42 Å as it includes displacements associated with
elastic relaxation. In Section 4, where we present our continuum model, we will discuss the procedure to accurately measure
the Burgers vector from the displacement field.

6As the heterodeformation is measured relative to the AB stacking, the density of interface dislocations increases resulting
in dislocation core overlap.
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2.2. Atomic reconstruction in a BG under large heterodeformations
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Figure 3: (a) A comparison of interfacial energy density versus the twist angle of an unrelaxed BG under a 0% and a 10% out-of-
plane compression, computed using the KC-1 potential. (b) A similar comparison in the neighborhood of the Σ7 configuration
using the KC-2 potential. The Σ7 interfacial energy for each out-of-plane compression was subtracted). (c) Atomic energy

density [meV Å
−2

] within a fundamental unit cell of the Σ7 configuration, computed using the KC-1 potential.

It is well known that as the twist angle of a BG increases beyond a few degrees, the vdW interaction be-
tween the two lattices weakens, resulting in negligible structural relaxation [Annevelink et al., 2020, Morovati
et al., 2022]. Signatures of the presence or absence of interface dislocations can also be found in the plot of
interface energy versus the twist angle, shown in Fig. 3a. For small twist angles relative to the AB stacking,
the interface energy variation (grey plot) is non-convex — a signature for potential defect nucleation. In
contrast, for large twist angles, the interfacial energy is insensitive to the twist angle, and this justifies the
absence of atomic reconstruction. While Fig. 3a explores only twists — as opposed to heterodeformations
— it is plausible that atomic reconstruction does not occur in heterodeformed configurations far from the
AB and AA stackings. However, by decreasing the interlayer distance using external pressure, the interlayer
electronic coupling can be made to persist for certain large twist angles. Indeed, this strategy follows the
historical trend of using external pressure to probe correlated electron physics. For example, the role of inter-
layer compression on the atomic reconstruction of 2D heterostructures has been shown to have a substantial
influence on the band structure [Carr et al., 2018a, Chittari et al., 2018, Das et al., 2016] and transport prop-
erties [Bistritzer and MacDonald, 2010]. Moreover, experiments and first principle calculations [Hamer et al.,
2022, Cheng et al., 2023] have shown that electronic scale effects are modified in large-twist bilayer graphene
under out-of-plane compression. The blue plot in Fig. 3a shows that under a 10% out-of-plane strain, the
interfacial energy from the KC-1 model has a local minimum at 21.786789◦ and is sensitive to twist angles
in the neighborhood of 21.786789◦. We will refer to the 21.786789◦-twist BG as the Σ7 configuration. More
interestingly, the variation is non-convex in a neighborhood of Σ7 twist. A similar trend can be noted for
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the KC-2 parametrization from Fig. 3b. However, comparing Figs. 3a and 3b, we note that the energy drop
at the Σ7 twist under a given out-of-plane compression is lower for the KC-2 model compared to the KC-1
model. Due to the presence of a local energy minimum at the 21.786789◦ we view the Σ7 configuration, in
addition to the Σ1 configuration, as energetically favorable. Moreover, there is experimental and numerical
evidence [Pal et al., 2019, Inbar et al., 2023] of correlated electronic properties at the 21.786789◦ twist angle.
Fig. 3c shows the atomic energy densities of the 28 atoms in the unit cell of the Σ7 configuration.

The non-convexity of the interfacial energy in the neighborhoods of Σ1 and Σ7 configurations motivates us
to hypothesize that atomic reconstruction occurs for small heterodeformations relative to the Σ7 configuration
in the presence of an out-of-plane compression. To investigate our hypothesis, we simulate the following two
heterodeformations relative to the Σ7 configuration — a) a 0.170076◦ twist and b) a pure stretch of

U =

[
1.010589 0

0 0.997163

]
. (4)

In other words, the heterodeformations are given by F = R(81.956865◦) for the former, and F = R(81.786789◦)U
for the latter case. The box vectors in the two simulations are

twist: b1 = 313.233 e1, b2 = 156.616 e1 + 271.267 e2, and (5a)

heterostrain: b1 = 320.679 e1, b2 = 1.04735 e1 + 548.127 e2, (5b)

which imply Σ = 16213, and ΣA = 33539 and ΣB = 33282, respectively. In what follows, the above
two heterodeformations are investigated using the KC-1 model with an out-of-plane compression of 26%
and the KC-2 model with an out-of-compression of 39%. The rationale for choosing different out-of-plane
compressions is that the energy drop at the Σ7 twist angles is approximately equal for the two choices, and
further justification is provided at the end of Section 3. A plot of the out-of-plane stress vs strain shown in
Fig. E.17 suggests that a 40% compression requires an out-of-plane stress of 300GPa. In practice, such high
pressures can be exerted using a nano Diamond Anvil Cell [Dubrovinsky et al., 2012, Pei et al., 2022], which
can exert normal pressures up to 680GPa.
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Figure 4: Atomic reconstruction in a large-twist (21.786789◦ +0.170076◦) BG using the KC-1 (top row) and the KC-2 (bottom

row) models . (a), (c) Plots of atomic energy density [meV Å
−2

] show a honeycomb and a triangular network of interface
dislocations. (b), (d) Line plots of the displacement components u1 and u2, measured along the dashed lines in (a) and (c).
The displacements are measured relative to the untwisted Σ7 configuration.

Fig. 4 shows results of the large-twist simulations using the KC-1 (Figs. 4a and 4b) and KC-2 (Figs. 4c
and 4d) models. Comparing the color density plots of atomic energy density in Figs. 4a and 4c, we note
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Figure 5: Burgers Vector for 21.786789◦+0.170076◦ twisted BG at different magnitudes of out-of-plane compression calculated
using the KC-1 parametrization

that the KC-1 model yields a honeycomb interface dislocation network, while KC-2 results in a triangular
network, similar to the small twist case (Fig. 1a). The atomic arrangement in the interiors of the triangular
and hexagonal domains is that of the Σ7 stacking. The plots in Figs. 4a and 4c are of the atomic energy
density relative to the total energy density of the Σ7 stacking. Therefore, we expect the energy density in
the interior of the triangular/hexagonal domains to be zero. Figs. 4a and 4c, however, do not reflect this
due to the variation in the energy densities of the 28 atoms in the primitive unit cell of the Σ7.7

To identify the nature of the interface dislocations, we plotted (Figs. 4b and 4d) the displacements of
atoms along the dashed lines in Figs. 4a and 4c. The displacements are measured relative to the untwisted
Σ7 stacking. The displacement line plots show negligible displacement perpendicular to the vertical dislo-
cation line, suggesting a screw character. Moreover, the displacement “jumps” suggest the Burgers vector
magnitude is ≪ than that of the partial dislocations, noted in Section 2.1. Interestingly, the Burgers vector
of dislocations from the KC-1 model is larger than those from the KC-2 model, and the dislocations have a
narrower width in the former model. For larger out-of-plane compression, the non-convexity of the interfacial
energy increases in the neighborhood of Σ7. Therefore, we expect sharper displacement “jumps”, which is
confirmed in Fig. 5.

7In other words, if the energy densities in Figs. 4a and 4c were spatially averaged using a weighting function with a Σ7 unit
cell-shaped averaging domain, the resulting fields will be zero in the domain interiors.
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Figure 6: Atomic reconstruction under a large heterodeformation. (a) Color density plot of atomic energy density [meV Å
−2

]
highlighting the network of interface dislocations in a BG heterodeformed relative to the Σ7 configuration using KC-2
parametrization. (b) A magnified view of the dislocation network in (a). (c) shows variations of the displacement compo-
nents along the dashed line 1, shown in (a). The displacements are measured relative to the Σ7 configuration.

Fig. 6 shows simulation results of a BG under large heterodeformation. Similar to the large twist case, we
observe interface dislocations that form a distorted triangular network surrounding regions of Σ7 stackings.
In addition, the displacement line plots along the dashed line in Fig. 6a suggest the dislocations have both
screw and edge components, similar to heterostrained BG in Fig. 1c.

Summarizing, this section conclusively demonstrates that atomic reconstruction occurs when a Σ7 BG is
subjected to small heterodeformations.8 Analogous to the AB-stacking, the Σ7 configuration is energetically
favorable and defect-free. When the Σ7 configuration is subjected to a small heterodeformation, atomic
reconstruction ensues through strain localization along a network of lines, which we interpret as dislocations.
However, we are yet to identify the crystallographic origin of the observed dislocations and their relatively
short Burgers vector. In the next section, we will present SNF bicrystallography, an algebraic framework
to study the geometric properties of moiré superlattices. In particular, we will apply SNF to arrive at a
rigorous definition for interface dislocations that is applicable across all heterodeformations.

3. Bicrystallography and interface dislocations

The goal of this section is to define interface dislocations in 2D heterostructures, including homostruc-
tures, under large heterodeformations. An interface dislocation is a line defect that breaks the translational
invariance of a defect-free interface. Low-energy configurations, such as Σ1 and Σ7 interfaces in a twisted
BG, are considered defect-free. In what follows, we will describe a framework to characterize the translational
invariance of defect-free interfaces, which ultimately yields the set of interface dislocations a heterointerface
can host. Recall from Section 2.1 that the Burgers vector of interface dislocations, formed due to a small
heterodeformation of the AB stacking, originates from the GSFE of the AB-stacking. In particular, the
periodicity of the GSFE conveys the translational invariance of the interface. This motivates us to investi-
gate the GSFE of the Σ7 interface. We use SNF bicrystallography to identify the periodicity of GSFE of
a defect-free heterointerface and use it to identify interface dislocations in the Σ7 configuration. In what
follows, we describe the main results of SNF bicrystallography. For further details, we refer the reader to
Algorithm Appendix B and Admal et al. [2022].

SNF bicrystallography is a framework that utilizes the Smith normal form for integer matrices to an-
alyze the bicrystallography of crystal interfaces. It was developed by Admal et al. [2022] to enumerate
disconnections (dislocations with a step height) in grain boundaries of simple lattices. Due to the gen-
erality of the SNF framework, it is a powerful tool to analyze defects in heterostructures. The open In-

8Note that while the heterodeformation is small relative to the Σ7 configuration, it is large relative to the AB stacking.
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terface Lab (oILAB), a C++ dimension-independent implementation of SNF bicrystallography archived at
https://github.com/oilab-project/oILAB.git, was used to generate the heterostructures studied in this
paper. The framework begins with two lattices A and B — with respective structure matrices A and B —
that overlap on a lattice C := A ∩B, called the coincident site lattice. In the context of this paper, A and
B are 2D multilattices, and C is a moiré superlattice, which we will assume to be 2D as well. A key step
in SNF bicrystallography is the transformation of basis vectors of lattices such that the new basis vectors
of the lattices, collected in structure matrices A∥, B∥, and C∥, are parallel. This transformation makes
it straightforward to introduce a fourth lattice D, called the displacement shift complete lattice (DSCL),
defined as the smallest lattice that contains A and B, and therefore C as well.9 Interestingly, the integer
algebra of SNF reveals that the ratios of the four lattices are integers, given in terms of integers ΣA and ΣB

(defined in (1)), and are related as

det(C) det(D) = det(A) det(B). (6)

Figs. 7a and 7b show the four lattices in the AB-stacked and the Σ7 BG configurations, respectively. The

A lattice B lattice C CSL D DSCL

(a) (b)
Figure 7: (a) AB-stacked (0◦ twist) bilayer graphene forming a Σ = 1 moiré. (b) 21.786789◦ twisted BG resulting in a Σ = 7
moiré. Open circles represent the second basis atom of graphene. The two graphene lattices, A and B, are shown in blue and
red, while the moiré superlattice (C) and the DSCL (D) are shown in purple and gray, respectively. The highlighted region
represents a unit cell of C. The ratio of the unit cell size of the moiré superlattice to that of the graphene lattice and the
corresponding ratio between the graphene lattice and D are equal to Σ.

two graphene multilattices A and B are shown in red and blue. The CSL C is marked in purple (red+blue),
and the DSCL D in grey. Since Σ = 1 in the AB-stacked configuration, the four lattices (not including the
basis atoms of A and B) coincide in Fig. 7a. On the other hand, the DSCL (CSL) in Fig. 7b is 7 times
smaller (larger) than the graphene lattice.

The following theorem characterizes the translational invariance of the interface and highlights the im-
portance of the DSCL. The parallel bases vectors resulting from SNF play a critical role in the proof (see
Admal et al. [2022]) of the theorem.

Theorem 1. Translating lattice A by a vector b ∈ D with B fixed results in a shift λA ∈ B of the CSL. In
other words

(A + b) ∩B = C + λA.

In addition, the shift is linear in b, i.e.

λA(b1 + b2) = λA(b1) + λA(b2), for any b1, b2 ∈ D. (7)

9D is a fictitious lattice as some of its points are unoccupied.
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Figure 8: Translational invariance of a 21.786789◦ twisted BG. Translating the shaded region of the red lattice by a DSCL
vector leaves the interface structure invariant and results in a shift in the CSL.

Fig. 8 conveys the essence of Theorem 1 — translating the shaded region of the red lattice by a DSCL
vector (shown in arrows) leads to a CSL shift. However, since the interface structure is preserved, the
interfacial energy is identical in the slipped and the non-slipped region, which leads us to the following
definition — an interface dislocation is a line of displacement discontinuity with Burgers vector equal to a
DSCL vector. Moreover, the DSCL translational invariance of the interface implies the GSFE is periodic
with respect to the DSCL, and it suffices to describe the GSFE on a primitive unit cell of the DSCL.
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Figure 9: GSFE [meV Å
−2

] plots of Σ7 21.786 789◦ twisted BG, computed in LAMMPS using (a) the KC-1 parametrization at
a 26% out-of-plane compression, and (b) the KC-2 parametrization at 39% out-of-plane compression.

Using the above definition, we can now revisit Fig. 7 to reason the qualitative differences noted in Section 2
between dislocations in the heterodeformed AB-stacked BG and the Σ7 BG configurations. Since the DSCL
of an AB-stacked BG is identical to the graphene lattice, its GSFE has the periodicity of graphene, and a
dislocation in an AB-stacking is a lattice vector of graphene. However, full dislocations are not observed in
an AB-stacking due to degenerate minima in the GSFE, i.e., the GSFE plotted on a primitive unit cell of
the DSCL has more than one minimum. Instead, as noted in Section 2.1, partial dislocations form whose
Burgers vector is the relative vector connecting two minima of the GSFE. Moving on to the Σ7 BG, the
magnitude of the smallest non-zero DSCL vector is equal to 2.46/

√
7 = 0.929 792 153 Å (follows from (1)

and (6)), which is indeed the displacement jump (see Fig. 4b) observed in the atomistic simulation with
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Figure 10: Density functional theory-generated GSFE [meV Å
−2

] of a Σ7 21.786 789◦ twisted BG at a 26% out-of-plane
compression.

the KC-1 parametrization. This implies the line defects in Σ7 BG, modeled using KC-1, are full interface
dislocations. Fig. 9a shows the GSFE of the KC-1 modeled Σ7 BG. The absence of degenerate minima in
Fig. 9a justifies the absence of partials in Fig. 4b. However, the GSFE of the KC-2 modeled Σ7 BG, shown in
Fig. 9b, features two degenerate minima, which suggests the interface dislocations in Fig. 4d are partials. The
magnitude of the Burgers vector of the partials can be inferred from Fig. 9b as 2.46/(

√
3
√
7) = 0.536 816 Å.

In addition to the Burgers vectors, the GSFE also determines the arrangement of the dislocation network.
Recall from Section 2.2, that the KC-1 parametrization resulted in a honeycomb dislocation network that
separates defect-free Σ7-stacked hexagonal regions. We assert that the number of sides of the low-energy
region is determined by the number of nearest neighbor GSFE minimizers of a minimizer. This assertion is
corroborated by GSFE plots in Fig. 9 — a GSFE minimizer in the KC-2 parameterization has three nearest
neighbor minimizers, and therefore, the resulting dislocation network is formed by triangular defect-free
Σ7-stackings.

Recall from Section 2.2 that the step character of the displacement “jump” is accentuated as the out-
of-plane compression increases. This is because as the two layers are compressed the difference between
the maximum and the minimum values of the GSFE, which we will refer to as the GSFE range width,
increases. We noticed that for a given out-of-plane compression, compared to the KC-1 modeled BG, the
KC-2 modeled Σ7 BG has a smaller GSFE range width. This was the primary reason we chose a larger
out-of-plane compression (39%) in the simulation using the KC-2 model so that the GSFE range widths of

the two parametrizations are equal to 0.8meV Å
−2

, as shown in Fig. 9. Although the GSFE range widths
match, the interface dislocations of the KC-2 model are more diffused because a) the Burgers vector of the
partial is smaller by a factor of

√
3, and b) the energy barrier separating two nearest-neighbor minima in

the GSFE (Fig. 9b) of the KC-2 potential is smaller than that of the KC-1 potential (Fig. 9a).
Finally, we verify using density functional theory (DFT) calculations that the KC-2 is superior to KC-1.

The DFT-generated GSFE (see Appendix C), plotted in Fig. 10, compares qualitatively well with the GSFE
in Fig. 9b. However, from a modeling perspective, the two models are equally valuable as they demonstrate
the links between bicrystallography, GSFE, and the properties of interface dislocations.

4. A generalized Frenkel–Kontorova (GFK) model for 2D heterointerfaces

The goal of this section is to build a continuum model to predict structural relaxation in heterostructures
subjected to arbitrary heterodeformations by generalizing the Frenkel–Kontorova model of Nam and Koshino
[2017]. In Section 5, we apply the GFK model to predict structural relaxation in heterodeformed BGs. The
kinematics of the GFK model is inspired by the framework of large deformation crystal plasticity [Clayton,
2010, Admal et al., 2018, He and Admal, 2021, Joshi et al., 2022], wherein dislocations are defined with
respect to a defect-free natural configuration.
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4.1. Kinematics

Consider an interface formed by two 2D (multi) lattices. For simplicity, we will ignore out-of-plane
displacement and assume the lattices occupy regions Ωref

t and Ωref
b in the 2D Euclidean point space R2.10

The variable α is used to index the top (t) and bottom (b) layers, i.e., α = t or b. The role of a reference
configuration is to measure displacements relative to a fixed configuration, and its choice should not affect
the predictions of the model. Since our goal is to isolate and predict displacements associated with atomic
reconstruction — as opposed to large-scale deformation — the reference configurations are chosen such that
the lattices in Ωref

α are twisted relative to each other or are independently strained uniformly such that
they are marginally misaligned relative to a low energy moiré configuration.11 From Section 2, we know
that such reference configurations are not stable and undergo atomic reconstruction by nucleating interface
dislocations. The goal of this section is to construct frame-invariant kinematic measures that quantify the
elastic and vdW energies responsible for the atomic reconstruction.

Let ϕα : Ωref
α × [0,∞] → R2 (α = t,b) denote time-dependent deformation maps associated with the

atomic reconstructions of the respective lattices, measured relative to their reference configurations. The
deformed configuration to which ϕα maps to will be denoted by Ωα. Adopting the convention of continuum
mechanics, we use Xα to denote an arbitrary material point in Ωref

α . The gradients of the deformation maps
are given by Fα := ∇ϕα. At this stage, it is useful to connect to the heterostrained moiré example of
Section 2, wherein a Σ7 moiré twisted BG (21.786789◦ twist relative to the AB stacking) when subjected to
principal stretches of 1.05% and −0.2%, was observed to undergo atomic reconstruction under PBCs. For
a continuum analog of this system, the reference configuration will reflect the atomistic system prior to the
energy minimization, and ϕα − Xα corresponds to the displacements due to energy minimization. If the
two lattices in the reference configurations are allowed to relax in the absence of external loads, they will
a) return to their respective planar strain-free configurations, and b)twist by an angle that minimizes the
vdW energy (as a function of the misorientation angle). In plasticity, this relaxed configuration is commonly
referred to as a natural configuration.

The idea of a natural configuration plays a central role in our framework as we will show that deformation
measures defined with respect to the natural configuration are frame-invariant and independent of the choice
of the reference configuration. Employing the language of crystal plasticity theories, we let Kα represent the
map from the tangent space of Ωref

α to that of the natural configuration. In this work, Kα is a constant tensor,
and K−1

α can be interpreted as the average deformation gradient (relative to the natural configuration) an
experimentalist imposes. The mapping from the reference configuration to the natural configuration is given
by κα(Xα) := KαXα. Ωn

α is used to denote a lattice in the natural configuration and points in Ωn
α will

be denoted by Yα. Furthermore, we use ηα to denote the mapping from the natural configuration to the
deformed configuration. By construction, we have

ϕα = ηα ◦ κα, (8)

where ◦ denotes function composition. From (8), the following relationship between the gradients of the
deformation maps follow:

Fα = HαKα, where Hα := ∇ηα. (9)

Note that the gradient in (9) is with respect to Yα. Unlike Kα, Hα is a time-dependent field, and its inverse
describes the relaxation of a local neighborhood of a point x ∈ Ωα in the absence of external loads. In the
context of our heterostrained moiré example, the natural configuration is the Σ7 moiré since the two lattices
are strain-free and the interfacial energy is minimum in neighborhoods of small hetero-strains and twists.
Moreover, Kb ≡ I and K−1

t is equal to the biaxial strain, given in (4).
We will now construct frame-invariant kinematic measures to quantify the elastic and vdW energies.

Since the elastic energy due to atomic reconstruction originates from the strains in the lattices measured
with respect to a strain-free natural configuration, the relevant frame-invariant kinematic measure is the

10The out-of-plane displacement during atomic reconstruction is an important feature recently studied by Dai et al. [2016b].
While incorporating the out-of-plane displacement into our continuum model is conceptually straightforward, we chose to ignore
it to better convey the GFK model.

11This choice is also motivated by the ’tear and stack’ technique [Kim et al., 2016] to control the twist in a BG.
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<latexit sha1_base64="lzg/Pdxxk8o83NcJ/Hk1wYbDSpo=">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</latexit>

⌦b

<latexit sha1_base64="c2ZosQhnFkjbzx5dMYKavm44PVQ=">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</latexit>

⌦ref
b

<latexit sha1_base64="lMtAJl/L4iGC3CYx6eOHb8SfWPU=">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</latexit>

H↵ = r⌘↵

<latexit sha1_base64="N9a2skas74WoQsUWSSvVtT1DQ/8=">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</latexit>x

<latexit sha1_base64="ZQ2P5KfwABOJnLJSNSdguibnLps=">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</latexit>

��1
t (x) =: Xt

<latexit sha1_base64="Jd5V0eun3bwhWsyRFmIESdnGbbY=">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</latexit>

F↵ = r�↵

<latexit sha1_base64="93pZ/Yo/Db4U1BXPnfU6Ef6KN/w=">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</latexit>

�b(·, t)
<latexit sha1_base64="adEnzbsVGv4e9oL48gbodVlS/6E=">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</latexit>

�t(·, t)

<latexit sha1_base64="gZkcNOdMW2p9KRoX5sMrQTMmUlw=">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</latexit>

��1
b (x) =: Xb

<latexit sha1_base64="oYsCoyRK9fcGKTGCE+tECRYi3EM=">AAAFKXicdZRbb9MwFMe9rcAotw2eEC8RE9KYRtVOiJuENKlbh8QQY8ou0tJVjnPaWLNjy3aGJisSH4V3vgevwBOXV74IThqNNm0tJTk+55d/ziVJKBnVptn8PTe/ULty9dri9fqNm7du31lavnuoRaoIHBDBhDoOsQZGEzgw1DA4lgowDxkchWftPH50DkpTkfjmQkKX40FC+5Rg41y9pVdByL3gDEuJewFmMsaruee43Dx+7eXbt+XWG431llaajWaxvEmjVRorm/c/oXzt9ZYXfgaRICmHxBCGtT5pNaXpWqwMJQyyepBqkJic4QGcODPBHHTXFkVm3iPniby+UO5IjFd4R++wmGt9wUNHcmxiXY2ZmGdVXw5O5UNeycb0X3QtTWRqICHDZPop84zw8q56EVVADLtwBiaKuno8EmOFiXG9rwcJfDQxCAV8zZZGZv3SKMJEcI6TyAY7LhIIN7J8ojbv907mkC1wHVPwzmX6XoLCRigbGOVUVEUgoucqlyipvInW+bIKtg0OcoUru52d2kBxD7LxmkPBoq6NY1exFmp6Dms2wGrAaZK5KQ6C9dwaE1Epg2gds4HYADdpd3XdifkGVNLpXKbTGU1nHPEnGH8CklVGVpH9S2R/FtLRBqsxocJRoXZHqd1ZlH+J7M0c5Jabj81PlQfIMfVpmdLkvCjZvSedArHySSurUm0YIu3/rZ0i41d0/FynPiPldqpYZotzve5+Ba3qhz9pHG40Ws8aTz+4f8JLNFyL6AF6iFZRCz1Hm+gN2kMHiKDP6Cv6hr7XvtR+1H7V/gzR+bnynntobNX+/gP+XtZE</latexit>

↵(X↵) = K↵X↵

<latexit sha1_base64="zFsM9DvX/MlaQ65u4OGhpvQCJEw=">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</latexit>

⌘↵(·, t)

<latexit sha1_base64="nLB1xAFQski+b71nPJ0nOETBg10=">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</latexit>

Yt = KtXt
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⌃7 moiré

Figure 11: A schematic of the reference (left), natural (middle), and deformed (right) configurations of the GFK model.

Cauchy–Green deformation tensor Cα := HT
αHα. From (9), Cα can be written as

Cα = K−T
α FTFK−1

α . (10)

On the other hand, the vdW energy originates from the interaction between lattices in the region Ωt ∩ Ωb.
The vdW energy is described by the relative translation between the two lattices when allowed to relax to
the natural configuration. Therefore, the vdW energy density at a point x ∈ Ωt ∩Ωb will be expressed as a
function of the relative vector

r(x, t) = KtXt −KbXb, where Xα := ϕ−1
α (x, t). (11)

Summarizing, we have two frame-invariant kinematic measures, Cα and r, expressed in terms of the defor-
mation map ϕα for given Kα, that characterize elastic and vdW energies, respectively. In the next section,
we will describe the constitutive laws for the elastic and vdW energies in terms of Cα and r.

4.2. Constitutive law

In this section, we construct a frame-invariant energy functional for the GFK model. For prescribed
average heterodeformations (K−1

α ), the total energy functional E is additively decomposed as

E[ϕt,ϕb] =Eel +EvdW, (12)

into elastic and interfacial energies. Since the elastic energy corresponds to elastic distortions relative to the
natural configurations, we assume Eel to be an integral of an elastic energy density (per unit area in the
natural configuration) eel over the natural configuration:

Eel[ϕt,ϕb] =
∑
α=t,b

∫
Ωn

α

eel(Eα;α) dYα, where Eα = (Cα − I)/2 (13)

is the frame-invariant Lagrangian strain tensor, and eel(•;α) is the elastic energy density of the α-th layer.
For example, a Saint Venant–Kirchhoff elastic energy density is of of the form eel = CαEα ·Eα/2, where Cα

is the fourth-order elasticity tensor of the α-lattice.
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(a) (b)
Figure 12: Plots of evdW for (a) AB-stacked Σ1 and (b) Σ7 configurations, computed using (15) and plotted such that the
minimum is zero.

The interaction energy term EvdW measures the changes in the vdW energy due to relative translations
between the lattices in the natural configuration. Since the lattices interact in the overlapping region Ωt∩Ωb

of the deformed configuration, we express EvdW as an integral over Ωt∩Ωb of a vdW energy density evdW —
measured per unit area in the natural configuration. From an atomistic viewpoint, evdW is the GSFE density
introduced in Section 2, and is expressed as a function of the frame-invariant relative vector r introduced in
(11). Therefore,

EvdW[ϕt,ϕb] =
1

2

∑
α=t,b

∫
Ωt∩Ωb

(detHα)
−1evdW(r(xα)) dxα. (14)

Note that the factor (detHα)
−1 is necessary because the integration is over the deformed configuration as

opposed to the natural configuration. As a result, the interaction energy has to be split evenly between the
two lattices leading to the factor of 1/2. From Section 2, we know that evdW has the periodicity of the DSCL
corresponding to the natural configuration. For example, vdW energy densities for the AB stacked-Σ1 and
the Σ7 natural configurations have the form

evdW(r) = ±2v0

3∑
p=1

cos (2πdp · (r + t)) + c, (15)

where d1 and d2 are basis vectors of the reciprocal lattice, d3 = −
(
d1 +d2

)
, t is a translation vector,

and c and v0 are constants. By comparing (15) to the atomistics/first principles GSFE densities plotted in
Figs. 2 and 10 we obtain v0 and t corresponding to the Σ1 and Σ7 configurations. Plots of the resulting
evdW, shown in Fig. 12, compare well with those in Fig. 10.

Next, we propose an evolution law for the unknown fields, ϕt and ϕb, as a gradient flow of E:

mϕ̇α = −δϕα
E, α = t,b (16)

where mα is a prescribed mobility, and δϕα denotes variation with respect to ϕα.

4.3. Derivation of the governing equations of the GFK model

In this section, we derive the governing equations of the GFK model by calculating the variational
derivative in (16). The derivation is applicable to finite systems, a notable departure from earlier works,
which focused on infinite systems modeled using PBCs. In addition to the critical role vdW energy plays
in the structural relaxation of 2D heterostructures, we will show that it manifests as surface tension, which
contributes towards configurational forces on the two lattices.

To compute the variation with respect to ϕα, we transform the integrals in (13) and (14) to the reference
configurations. We begin by rewriting the elastic energy in (13) by noting that dYα = (detKα)dXα:

Eel[ϕt,ϕb] =
∑
α=t,b

∫
Ωref

α

eel(Eα;α)Jα dXα, (17)
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Figure 13: A schematic showing two types of tractions (purple and green arrows) on the boundary of the overlapping region,
∆t ⊂ Ωt, due to surface tension associated with vdW interactions in a finite 2D heterostructure. The traction forces balance the
thermodynamic driving forces that act to increase the region of overlap. The purple arrows are compressive forces associated
with the overlapping region’s tendency to dilate to increase its area. The green arrows are configurational forces on St that
balance the thermodynamic forces conjugate to aerial changes in ∆t due to the translation of Ωt into Ωb.

where Jα := detKα. Taking the variation of Eel in (17) with respect to ϕα, we obtain

−δϕα
Eel = Jα Div(Pα) in Ωref

α , where Pα := Hα∇eelK
−T
α . (18)

The tensor Pα is the 2D analog of the elastic Piola–Kirchhoff stress, which measures force in Ωα measured
per unit length in Ωref

α . In addition, the variational derivative also yields the usual expression for the traction
on the boundary Γα of Ωα as Pαnα, where nα is a outward unit vector normal to Γref

α .
Compared to (18), calculating the variation of EvdW in (14) is a delicate exercise due to a) the presence

of the inverse function ϕ−1
α , and b) the domain of integration in (14) is a part of the deformed configuration

and is therefore sensitive to ϕα. We begin with δϕtEvdW. To eliminate the dependence on ϕ−1
t , we transform

the two domains of integration in (14) to ∆ref
t := ϕ−1

t (Ωt ∩Ωb) in the reference configuration by noting that
dxt = dxb = (detFt)dXt, resulting in

EvdW[ϕt,ϕb] =
Jt
2

∫
∆ref

t

1 + det(HtH
−1
b )︸ ︷︷ ︸

γt

 evdW(rt(Xt)) dXt. (19)

where rα(Xα) := r(x)|x=ϕα(Xα), i.e.

rt(Xt) = KtXt −Kb(ϕ
−1
b ◦ ϕt(Xt)) and rb(Xb) = Kt(ϕ

−1
t ◦ ϕb(Xb))−KbXb. (20)

From (20), we note that the integrand in (19) depends on ϕt and its gradient but not its inverse, as desired.
The variational derivative of (19) with respect to ϕt now follows:

−δϕt
EvdW = Jt

[
1 + γt

2
H−T

b ∇evdW +Div
(γt
2
evdWF−T

t

)]
in ∆ref

t . (21)

along with two kinds of traction forces

γt
2
evdWF−T

t nt on ∂∆ref
t , (22a)

−1 + γt
2

evdWF−T
t nt on St := ∂∆ref

t − Γref
t . (22b)

The expression ∇evdW in (21) seeks to increase areas of high commensurability, and is responsible for
the formation of interface dislocations. The term evdWγt/2 in (21) is the surface tension/pressure that is
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conjugate to aerial changes in Ωt, and (22a) is the corresponding traction. The traction in (22a) acts to
counter the thermodynamic driving force that tends to dilate Ωt — since evdW is negative — to maximize
the area of overlap with Ωb. Therefore, the traction in (22a) is compressive, as the purple arrows in Fig. 13
depict. On the other hand, the traction in (22b), shown in green in Fig. 13, is a configurational force that
acts on the part of ∂∆ref

t that belongs to the interior of Ωt. It works to oppose the thermodynamic driving
force that translates Ωt into Ωb, thereby increasing the area of overlap.12 Notice that the boundary St

experiences both tractions mentioned in (22), as shown in Fig. 13. Therefore, the total traction on ∂∆t due
to vdW interactions is given by

−evdWF−T
t nt on St, and (23a)

γt
2
evdWF−T

t nt on ∂∆ref
t − St. (23b)

Substituting (18) and (21) into (16), results in a governing equation for Ωt:

mtϕ̇t =

{
Div

(
Pt +

γt

2 evdWF−T
t

)
+ 1+γt

2 H−T
b ∇evdW(rt) in ∆t,

Div(Pt) in Ωt −∆t,
(24)

where mα := J−1
α m, along with traction boundary conditions in (23). Similarly, the governing equation for

Ωb is given by

mbϕ̇b =

{
Div

(
Pb + γb

2 evdWF−T
b

)
− 1+γb

2 H−T
t ∇evdW(rb) in ∆b,

Div(Pb) in Ωb −∆b,
(25)

where γb := det(HbH
−1
t ), along with corresponding traction boundary conditions. A notable feature of

the governing equations is that the total stress now includes a contribution from surface tension, which was
absent in previous Frenkel–Kontorova models that were developed for infinite systems. While the role of
surface tension may be ignored for infinite systems, we expect it to play an important role in finite systems,
wherein sliding between the constituent 2D lattices is enhanced. It is worth pointing out that the two
key features of our model — surface tension and frame-invariance13 — are a consequence of the model’s
geometrically nonlinear kinematic framework.

Next, we will focus our attention on using the GFK model to simulate atomic reconstruction in infinite
2D heterostructures and compare its predictions with atomistic simulation results of Section 2. To this end,
we simplify our model for numerical implementation by ignoring the surface tension terms and assuming
Jα ≈ 1, resulting in

mϕ̇t = Div(Pt) +H−T
b ∇evdW(rt), (27a)

mϕ̇b = Div(Pb)−H−T
t ∇evdW(rb). (27b)

Using (20) and recalling from (9) that Hα = FαK
−1
α , the right-hand-side of (27) can be expressed entirely in

terms of the unknown ϕα, its gradient, and its inverse. However, the dependence on the inverse is impractical
for numerical computation. Therefore, we resort to approximating14 rt and rb as

rt ≈ (Kt −Kb)Xt −H−1
b (ϕt(Xt)− ϕb(Xt)), (30a)

rb ≈ (Kt −Kb)Xb −H−1
t (ϕt(Xb)− ϕb(Xb))). (30b)

12Mathematically, the configurational force on St arises due to the dependence of ∆ref
t (the domain of integration in (19)) on

ϕt.
13Indeed, under an arbitrary superposed rigid body displacement given by a constant rotation tensor R and a constant vector

c, the fields transform to

ϕ̃α = Rϕα + c; F̃α = RFα( =⇒ H̃α = RHα); σ̃α = σα; K̃α = Kα; r̃α = rα, (26)

and continue to satisfy (27).
14rt and rb can be expressed as

rt = KtXt −KbXb = (Kt −Kb)Xt +Kb(Xt −Xb), (28a)

rb = KtXt −KbXb = Kt(Xt −Xb) + (Kt −Kb)Xb. (28b)
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The above approximation preserves the frame-invariance of the model. In the next section, we will present
a numerical implementation of (27) with the rα-approximation in (30).

5. Numerical implementation of the GFK model and comparison with atomistics

The goal of this section is to implement the GFK model by solving (27) numerically under PBCs, simulate
atomic reconstruction in heterostrained small- and large-twist BGs, and validate the continuum model by
comparing to atomistics. While the GFK model applies to finite and infinite domains, we restrict the
numerical implementation to periodic systems as the primary goal is to compare to the periodic atomistic
simulations of Section 2.

Inputs to the model include —

• the top lattice A and the bottom lattice B of the natural configuration, which form a moiré supercell.
For example, the AB-stacking and the Σ7 configurations;

• the average heterodeformations K−1
α imposed on the natural configuration, which determine the ref-

erence configuration. We take Kb = I, and K−1
t is chosen from the set of heterodeformations that

ensure the reference configuration satisfies PBCs, i.e. lattices A and K−1
b B share a CSL. A primitive

unit cell of this CSL is chosen as the reference configuration and the simulation domain. For example,
when AB-stacking is the natural configuration, K−1

b is a 0.2992634◦ twist or the heterostrain in (2).
When Σ7 is the natural configuration, K−1

b is a 0.170076◦ twist or the strain in (4).

• isotropic elastic constants of graphene: λ = 3.5 eV Å
−2

and µ = 7.8 eV Å
−2

; and

• the constant v0 of the vdW energy density in (15). For the AB-stacking, v0 is equal to 0.25meV Å
−2

,

and for the Σ7 configuration, it is set to −0.08meV Å
−2

and 0.08meV Å
−2

corresponding to the KC-1
and KC-2 potentials, respectively.

• the mobilities mα, which are chosen as unity.

5.1. Numerical method

PBCs offer the advantage of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) to compute spatial gradients, and therefore,
we use the pseudospectral method [Hussaini and Zang, 1987] to solve the governing equation in (27). Spatial
gradients in (27) are computed using FFT and the solution is marched forward in time using the Runge–Kutta
(RK) explicit time integration with a fixed time step δt, resulting in the following discretized equations:

ϕn+1
α = ϕn

α +
1

6m
(kα1 + 2kα2 + 2kα3 + kα4) , where

kα1 = δtfα|ϕ=ϕn , kα2 = δtfα|ϕ=ϕn+
kα1
2
, kα3 = δtfα|ϕ=ϕn+

kα2
2
, kα4 = δtfα|ϕ=ϕn+kα3 .

Here, ϕn
α := ϕα(·, tn), fα represents the right-hand-side of (27), and fα|ϕ=ϕn denotes the evaluation of fα

using ϕn
α. The spatial derivatives in fα are computed using FFT. The simulation domain was discretized

using a 128 × 128 grid, and δt = 0.1 sec was the time step size. The spatial discretization was chosen such
that the width of the interface dislocations is reasonably resolved, and the temporal discretization is fixed
to ensure the numerical scheme remains stable.

Since ϕt(Xt) = ϕb(Xb), it follows that

ϕt(Xt)− ϕb(Xt) = ϕb(Xb)− ϕb(Xt) ≈ Fb(Xb −Xt),

ϕt(Xb)− ϕb(Xb) = ϕt(Xb)− ϕt(Xt) ≈ Ft(Xb −Xt),

which imply

Xt −Xb ≈ −F−1
b (ϕt(Xt)− ϕb(Xt)), (29a)

Xt −Xb ≈ −F−1
t (ϕt(Xb)− ϕb(Xb)). (29b)

Equation (28a) and the approximation (29a) yield (30a). Similarly, (28b) and (29b) result in (30b).
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All simulations are run long enough to ensure the elastic and the vdW energies converge. Since ϕ0
α ≡ 0,

the elastic energy at t = 0 is zero and the vdW energy is the only contributor to the total energy. As the
simulation progresses, elastic energy increases and the vdW energy decreases, such that the total energy
monotonically decreases.

5.2. Comparison with atomistics

(a) Displacement magnitude - GFK model (b) Displacement magnitude - atomistics

(c) Energy density - GFK model (d) Energy density - atomistics
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Figure 14: A comparison of structural relaxation predicted by continuum and atomistics simulations of a 0.2992634◦ small-twist

BG. The units of energy density and displacement are meV Å
−2

and Å, respectively. The area enclosed by the red dashed line
is the simulation domain. (e) compares the displacement across the dashed lines predicted by the atomistic and the FK models.

We will now present continuum simulations and compare them to atomistic simulations of heterodeformed
BGs, discussed in Section 2. The first column of Fig. 14 shows plots of the displacement magnitude and
the total energy density in a 0.2992634◦ small-twist BG. They compare well with the corresponding plots
from the atomistic simulation, shown in the second column. The area enclosed by the red dashed line is the
simulation domain. The plots are presented on an extended domain to highlight the triangular network of
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dislocations. Fig. 14e shows the line plots of the displacement component orthogonal to the dashed lines
in the respective energy density plots. The displacements are measured relative to the AB-stacking. The
displacement component along the scanning direction is negligible (not shown in Fig. 14e) similar to the line
plot in Fig. 1b. It can be observed that the Burgers vector computed using the GFK model compares well
with atomistics.

(a) energy density in meV Å
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(b) energy density in meV Å
−2
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Figure 15: Structural relaxation in a 21.956 865 Å large-twist BG using the KC-1 and KC-2 parametrizations. The energy
density plots in (a) and (b) highlight the honeycomb and the triangular network of interface dislocations, corresponding to
KC-1 and KC-2 models, respectively. (c) and (d) compare the displacement across the dashed lines predicted by the atomistic
and the GFK models.

Fig. 15 shows continuum simulation results of a 21.956 865◦ large-twist BG using vdW energy densities
corresponding to the KC-1 (first column) and the KC-2 models (second column). The color density plots of
the total energy density in Figs. 15a and 15b highlight the honeycomb and triangular dislocation networks
and match well with those from atomistic simulations (see Fig. 4). As expected, the energy density in the
domain interiors is zero as they correspond to the low-energy AB and Σ7 stackings. Figs. 15c and 15d
compare the displacement jumps in the atomistic and continuum simulations.15

15Recall from footnote 5, that the calculation of the Burgers vectors from the diffused displacement jump of atomistic
simulations is approximate. The Burgers vector can be computed exactly from the simulations of the GFK model by considering
a Burgers circuit formed by directed lines lt = l and lb = −l in the deformed configurations of the top and bottom lattices,
respectively. The directed line l crosses a dislocation line and connects centers of two adjacent Σ7/Σ1 stackings and back. By
construction, the Burgers circuit is arbitrarily thin, and its normal lies in the interface. Under this setting, the Burgers vector
can be measured as ∫

l
(H−1

t −H−1
b ) dl.

We have confirmed using the above equation that all simulations presented in this section recover the bicrystallography-predicted
Burgers vector.
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(a) displacement magnitude - atomistics (b) displacement magnitude - FK model (c) energy density - FK model
Figure 16: Simulation results of a heterostrained 21.786789◦ large-twist BG.

Fig. 16 shows continuum simulations results of a heterostrained 21.786789◦ (Σ7) twisted BG using the
vdW energy density of the KC-2 model. The displacement magnitude plotted in Fig. 16b compares well
with the plot of atomistic displacement magnitude in Fig. 16a. We note that the maximum displacement in
the continuum simulation is smaller compared to that in the atomistic simulation. The dislocation network
is not as conspicuous in the energy density plot in Fig. 16c as it was in the earlier simulations. We attribute
this feature to the diffused dislocation network noted in Fig. 15d. We note that magnitude of the energy
density shown in Fig. 16c does not match with that in Figs. 6a and 6b due to the atomic energy density
variation of the Σ7 configuration, as noted in Section 2.2.

6. Summary and conclusions

Tuning quantum mechanical properties with atomic-scale precision is at the core of scientific efforts geared
towards ushering in the second quantum revolution [Dowling and Milburn, 2003]. New vdW materials and
heterostructures are one of the key types of the novel materials that are being explored in this regard,
and provide tremendous opportunities for the field of straintronics. The design and development of vdW
heterostructures with tailored properties hinge on the ability to efficiently parse heterostrains and predict
the properties of the resulting moiré superlattices. Within this context, this paper focuses on predicting
atomic reconstruction in vdW heterostructures efficiently by developing a generalized Frenkel–Kontorova
(GFK) model that is frame-invariant and applicable for small and large heterostrains.

Motivated by dislocations-mediated structural relaxation in a twisted BG, the development of the model
was spurred by the following questions — a) under what heterodeformations does a vdW heterostructure
undergo structural relaxation?; b) is the relaxation dislocations-mediated?; and c) how are dislocations
defined in heterostructures? In our study, large twist BG serves as a surrogate for heterostructures. Noting
the cusp-like local minima at an angle of 21.786789◦ in the plot of interface energy versus the twist angle of a
BG is a signature of defect nucleation, we hypothesized that a heterostrained 21.786789◦ large-twist BG will
undergo dislocations-mediated atomic reconstruction. Using atomistic simulations of 21.786789◦ large-twist
BG subjected to small heterotwists and heterostrains, we confirmed our hypothesis and probed the above
questions. The following key observations were made in our atomistic simulations:

1. Structural relaxation occurs via strain localization along a network of lines, which suggests it is
dislocations-mediated. More interestingly, unlike the small twist case, the measured displacement
jump/Burgers vectors were smaller than the smallest lattice vector of graphene.

2. Similar to the small-twist case, structural relaxation is characterized by regions of low-energy stacking
interspersed by line defects. The defect-free 21.786789◦ stacking is the analog of the low energy AB-
stacking observed in a small-twist BG.
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To reveal the crystallographic origins of the observed dislocations, we explored the definition of an inter-
face dislocation. Using SNF bicrystallography, which employs the Smith normal form for integer matrices,
we showed that a heterointerface is invariant with respect to translations in the DSCL. In other words, the
GSFE of the defect-free 21.786789◦ twisted BG is periodic with respect to the DSCL, which implies the
Burgers vector of interface dislocations belongs to the DSCL. The GSFE from atomistics, and its periodicity
inferred from SNF bicrystallography, are used to construct the interfacial energy of the GFK model.

Inspired by crystal plasticity models, the GFK model includes three configurations — reference, natural,
and deformed. The defect-free 21.786789◦ BG serves as the stress-free natural configuration, and the reference
configuration is the natural configuration subjected to a uniform heterodeformation. By prescribing the
constitutive law (interfacial energy and elastic energy) with respect to the natural configuration, the GFK
model is rendered frame-invariant. The GFK model was used to simulate various heterodeformed BGs,
and it was validated by comparing its predictions to those from atomistics. For simplicity, the GFK model
was developed in the context of no out-of-plane relaxation. However, as noted by Dai et al. [2016b], Rakib
et al. [2023], the out-of-plane displacement can transform the straight dislocation lines into helical lines,
signifying its notable influence on the dislocation network. To incorporate the out-of-plane displacement,
the constitutive law of the GFK model should include a) a 3D GSFE [Zhou et al., 2015] (as opposed to the
current 2D GSFE), wherein the third dimension corresponds to the interlayer spacing, and b) a bending [Dai
et al., 2016a] energy for the individual 2D materials.

We conclude by emphasizing the immense potential of the GFKmodel to probe the enormous heterostructure-
heterostrain space for correlated electron physics. Although the model is classical and focuses on structural
prediction, it can serve as — a) a workhorse for predicting structural relaxation in inhomogeneously strained
heterointerfaces and b) provide a predictor for structural relaxation under uniform deformation, which can
be further corrected using machine learning-based first-principles calculations [Pathrudkar et al., 2023].
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Appendix A. Coincidence relation between two lattices

In this section, we will develop an algorithm to enumerate heterodeformations that result in moiré
superlattices. Let A and B denote two 2D lattices with structure matrices A and B, respectively. It is easy
to see that the lattices coincide on a moiré superlattice if and only if the transition matrix, T := A−1B, is
rational. However, this condition is invariably not satisfied and a heterodeformation is required to form a
moiré supercell. Therefore, we are interested in all distortions F of lattice A, such that the deformed lattice
shares a moiré supercell with B. In other words, we would like to compute all F such that the transition
matrix

T = B−1FA is rational. (A.1)
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Moreover, since large elastic strain are energetically unfavorable, we are only interested in heterodeformations
that lead to small stretches. Heterotwists are included in this search as they cost no elastic energy.

A general solution to (A.1) is given by the following theorem (see Admal et al. [2022]):

Theorem 2. Let A and B be two 2D lattices forming a heterostructure, and F an in-plane linear transfor-
mation. Then, A ∩ FB is a 2D moiré superlattice if and only if there exist lattice vectors q1 and r1 in B,
and q2 and r2 in A such that

q2 = αFq1, r2 = βFr1 (A.2)

for some rationals α and β. Moreover, F is given by

F =
1

α
q2 ⊗q1 +

1

β
r2 ⊗ r1, (A.3)

where q1, r1 ∈ B∗ (dual/reciprocal lattice of B) such that q1 · q1 = r1 · r1 = 1.

An algorithm to construct F given in (A.3) can be found in Admal et al. [2022], and it is implemented
in oILAB.

Appendix B. Smith normal form bicrystallography

In this section, we introduce SNF bicrystallography, a framework to analyze the crystallography of
heterostructures. In this paper, SNF bicrystallography is used to calculate the DSCL of a heterostructure,
and plays a central role in our definition of interface dislocation, introduced in Section 3. We refer the reader
to Admal et al. [2022] for a more detailed presentation.

Let A and B denote 2D lattices that form a moiré superlattice. From Appendix A, we know that the
transition matrix T = A−1B is rational. Therefore, T can be expressed as

T =
P

µ
, (B.1)

where µ is an integer, and P is an integer matrix such that µ and the entries of P are co-prime. Using the
Smith normal form for integer matrices, P can be multiplicatively decomposed as

P = U∆V −1, (B.2)

where U and V are unimodular matrices, and ∆ = diag(δ1, δ2) is a diagonal matrix and δ1 = gcd(P ).
Substituting (B.2) into (B.1) and rearranging, we have

µB∥ = A∥∆, where (B.3)

A∥ = AU , and B∥ = BV . (B.4)

Since U and V are unimodular, the matrices A∥ and B∥ qualify as new structure matrices of lattices A

and B, respectively. In other words, the columns {a∥
i } and {b∥i } of A∥ and B∥ are the new bases of the two

lattices. Since ∆ is a diagonal matrix, Eq. (B.3) reads as,

µb
∥
i = δia

∥
i (no summation over i). (B.5)

(B.5) implies the new bases are parallel and coincide on the CSL C with basis vectors

c
∥
i =

µ

gcd(µ, δi)
b
∥
i =

δi
gcd(µ, δi)

a
∥
i . (B.6)

The basis vectors {c∥1, c
∥
2} of C can be collected in a structure matrix as

C∥ = B∥N = A∥M . (B.7)
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where

M = diag

(
δi

gcd(µ, δi)

)
and N = diag

(
µ

gcd(µ, δi)

)
, (B.8)

are auxiliary diagonal matrices satisfying the relation µM = ∆N .
The DSCL, denoted as D, is the smallest lattice that contains lattices A and B. The basis vectors

{d∥
1,d

∥
2} of D are given by

d
∥
i =

gcd(µ, δi)

δi
b
∥
i =

gcd(µ, δi)

µ
a
∥
i . (B.9)

(B.8) and (B.9) imply the structure matrix of D satisfies

D∥ = B∥M−1 = A∥N−1 . (B.10)

(B.7) and (B.10) imply the ratios of areas of primitive unit cells

ΣA :=
detC∥

detA∥ = detM , ΣB :=
detC∥

detB∥ = detN (B.11)

are integers, and det(C) det(D) = det(A) det(B). The parallel bases for A, B, C, and D highlight an
interesting analogy with the notions of least common multiple (lcm) and greatest common divisor (gcd) of
integers. The CSL and the DSCL may be interpreted as the lcm and the gcd of latticesA andB, respectively.

We will now demonstrate the application of SNF bicrystallography to the 21.786789◦ twisted BG. Let A
represent the hexagonal lattice of graphene with structure matrix

A =
a

2

[
0 −

√
3

2 −1

]
,

where the lattice constant of graphene is assumed to be a = 2.46Å. Let B represent another hexagonal
lattice twisted anti-clockwise relative to A, i.e.

B = RθA .

where θ = 21.786789◦ guarantees a coincidence between the lattices with a rational transition matrix

T = A−1B =
1

7

[
5 −8
8 −3

]
, (B.12)

The SNF of the integer matrix in (B.12) yields

∆ = diag(1, 49), U =

[
19 1
1 0

]
, V =

[
−1 −3
−3 −8

]
, M = diag(1, 7), N = diag(7, 1).

The basis vectors of the CSL and the DSCL can be obtained using (B.7) and (B.10). The basis vectors of C
are used to define the periodic box of our atomistic and continuum simulations, while those of D are used
to identify the Burgers vectors of interface dislocations. While the parallel bases are valuable in proving
statements such as Theorem 1, the corresponding structure matrices are typically ill-conditioned. Therefore,
we resort to lattice reduction algorithms to obtain reduced bases from the parallel bases.

Appendix C. Computational details of density functional theory calculations of the GSFE of
21.786789◦ twisted bilayer graphene

First-principles calculations using Density Functional Theory (DFT) were performed to calculate the
GSFE of 21.786789◦ twisted bilayer graphene, via the Quantum Espresso package [Giannozzi et al., 2009].
Projector augmented wave (PAW) type pseudopotentials [Blöchl et al., 2002], along with the generalized
gradient approximation (Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof functional [Perdew et al., 1998]) and Grimme’s density
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functional dispersion correction (DFT-D2) [Grimme et al., 2011] were employed to calculate the GSFE
landscape of BG systems. These choices allowed us to balance computational accuracy and efficiency, and
are also consistent with earlier literature [Zhou et al., 2015]. The interlayer spacing was set to 2.46Å, inducing
26% out-of-plane compression in the BG system. In-plane periodic boundary conditions, and out-of-plane
isolated system conditions were adopted to simulate the two-dimensional nature of the system. The values
of the plane wave cutoff energy (Ecut = 70 Rydbergs) and k-point mesh parameters were optimized to
ensure the total energy of systems converged to 0.001 eV in all calculations. The GSFE calculation was
conducted by taking displacement on a 15× 15× 1 mesh of two lattice vectors, b1 = −0.929792342 e1, and
b2 = −0.464896163 e1 + 0.805223601 e2.

Appendix D. Comparison with the small-twist BG model of Nam and Koshino [2017]

In this section, we will specialize the GFK model to small-twist homostructures by invoking isotropic
linear elasticity to recover the model of Nam and Koshino [2017], which was developed to model atomic
reconstruction in small-twist BG.

The Frenkel–Kontorova model of Nam and Koshino [2017] for small-twist BG was formulated in terms
of a single unknown field u−, which denotes the difference in the displacement fields of the top and bottom
lattices. We will now show that under small deformations, the Nam and Koshino [2017] model can be
recovered from the GFK model of Section 4.

Introducing the displacement variables uα := ϕα(X, t)−X, and u± = ut ± ub, we first express E as a
functional of u+ and u− under the assumption of small deformation. Notice that we are using the variable
X, as opposed to Xα, since the two reference configurations coincide under PBCs. Beginning with Eel, we
invoke linear elasticity by writing the elastic energy density as

eel(ϵα) =
1

2
Cϵα · ϵα = λ(tr ϵα)

2 + 2µϵα · ϵα, (D.1)

where the Lagrangian strain in (13) has been replaced by the infinitesimal strain ϵα = (∇uα+∇uT
α)/2, and

C is the fourth-order isotropic elasticity tensor with lamé constants λ and µ. Under this setting, Eel can be
recast as a functional of u+ and u− as follows:

Eel[u+,u−] =
1

4

∫
Ωref

(Cϵ+ · ϵ+ + Cϵ− · ϵ−) dX. (D.2)

where ϵ± := (∇u± + ∇uT
±)/2. Next, assuming a) detKα ≈ detFα ≈ 1 and b) Hα ≈ I, the vdW energy

can be expressed as a functional exclusively of u−:

EvdW[u−] =
∫
Ωref

evdW(r(X)) dX, (D.3)

where r(X), given by (11), is written as r(X) = (Kt −Kb)X − u−(X) since ϕt − ϕb = ut − ub = u−.
Since EvdW in (D.3) is independent of u+, it is easy to see that minimizing the total energy functional

E[u+,u−] results in u+ ≡ 0, which allowed Nam and Koshino [2017] to cast their total energy functional in
the single variable u−:

E[u−] =
∫
Ωref

(
1

4
Cϵ− · ϵ− + evdW(r)

)
dX. (D.4)

Appendix E. Calculation of out-of-plane stress required to reduce interlayer separation in an
AB-stacked bilayer graphene

Fig. E.17 shows the out-of-plane stress versus strain in an AB-stacked bilayer graphene modeled using the
KC-1 potential. The strain is measured relative to the reference spacing of 3.34 Å. The stress is computed
as the derivative of the interfacial energy density with respect to the interlayer spacing.
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Figure E.17: The out-of-plane stress vs strain in an AB-stacked bilayer graphene, computed using the KC-1 potential.
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